Choose

Joshua 24:14–15 (NRSV)
“Now therefore revere the Lord, and serve him in sincerity and in
faithfulness; put away the gods that your ancestors served beyond the
River and in Egypt, and serve the Lord. 15 Now if you are unwilling to
serve the Lord, choose this day whom you will serve, whether the gods
your ancestors served in the region beyond the River or the gods of the
Amorites in whose land you are living; but as for me and my household,
we will serve the Lord.”
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Choices. Today our nation celebrates a very important holiday – Mother’s Day. Most of us
were blessed with loving and caring mothers to whom we owe much. There is no way for us to
repay them for the unselfish gifts they have given to us. Thank God for good mothers.
One of the important acts of mothering is making choices regarding her children. Your
biological mother made the choice to carry you to term and allow you to be born. For many of
us the amazing thing is she allowed us to live after some of the stunts we pulled. For some an
adoptive mother she chose to shower her love on you. Throughout our mother’s life, she made
many choices which had a significant impact on us and upon her. Her choices helped to shape
who we are or are shaping us and helped equip us as we make choices.
Think about choices for a moment: How many choices have you already made this morning?
– when to get up, what to eat, what to wear, what to drive, whether you would come to church
and/or Sunday School, which service, etc. Even now you are making decisions – whether to
listen or tune me out, where you want to eat lunch, whether or not to go to the bathroom, etc.
Some of our choices are more important than others – choosing between “wearing your
light green shirt or light blue shirt” isn’t nearly as important as other choices you have made.
Some of the weightier choices we face are on the category of “life choices” which shape
many of our smaller choices. For example, I have heard my father say, “I do not have to decide
on a Sunday morning whether or not I am going to church. I made that decision years ago.”
For Dad, the decision to follow Christ means being engaged in the life of the church (which
Jesus loves) and gathering weekly for worship and fellowship.
Of course the flip side of that is important as well. The smaller decisions we make on a
regular or daily basis have a huge impact whether we carry out our life decisions. For the
person who makes a decision to stay in shape, the daily decisions of diet and exercise
determine whether or not it will happen.
Every choice we make will have consequences in our personal lives and the lives of those
around us – some of the consequences are intended and hoped for and others are unintended.
Tonight you don’t sleep very well so you make a decision not to go to school tomorrow. You
stay home and you do get some rest. But at school, you teacher does a review for an exam that
is later this week. You miss the review and don’t do as well on your exam. That grade could
influence your future in terms of admission to a particular school or a scholarship.
Choices are important, even those we make them routinely. We really need wisdom when
it comes to making decisions, don’t we? We need courage to make the right choices.
Choosing our gods.
Joshua was the protégé of Moses who led the nomadic Hebrew people from their bondage
in Egypt to the Promised Land of Palestine. When Moses died, Joshua took the reins of
leadership. At that point, the people were posed to enter their new land and take position of it.
Joshua led the way for them to “take over” the land. By the time, Joshua makes the speech
your heard read earlier, the Hebrews have taken possession of huge portions of the lands and
deposed many people groups. The land is now their new home and they are no longer nomads.
Also, they are largely no more the conquering invaders.
In this new land where the Hebrews now live, many people who were either left
“unconquered,” partially conquered or formed alliances with the Hebrews continued to live as
neighbors – hostile and friendly. These people had occupied the land for generations. They
had established trading networks and systems. They had successfully farmed the land. They
understood the land’s dangers and benefits. The Hebrews could learn much from them.
But here was the catch: nearly all of these groups served gods other than Yahweh, the God
the Hebrews served. They did not know or recognize the God who had delivered the Hebrews
from their bondage in Egypt and established them as a nation. Joshua knew that these people
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were only a generation removed from the gods of Egypt who their forbearers had been
exposed. Joshua knew the biggest battle that lay ahead for the Hebrews was not thwarting the
hostilities of their neighbors but the people not adopting their gods. He knew the
consequences of the people serving the gods of the land would be devastating to the Jewish
nation.
So Joshua called them to make a choice – to either serve the Lord or to serve the other
gods. The choice for Joshua was more than just a confession or placing of an idol. It was a
devoted life engagement in relationship to one’s god.
It seems to me that all of this talk of gods and the temptation to worship them seems
foreign and distant to most of us. Nearly all of us are confident in our confession that there is
one Triune God – Father, Son and Holy Spirit. It is doubtful any of us are tempted to set up an
idol in our homes and give offer and incense to it. We are people who worship the One true
God.
BUT when we broaden our understanding to what a “god” is, we find we can relate in ways
that are less than comfortable. In Romans 1, Paul begins to uncover the dark part of our human
nature. He speaks of how people exchanged the “glory of God” for something that was sinister
and led to their downfall. Listen to these revealing words: They exchanged the truth about God
for a lie and worshiped and served the creation rather than the Creator (Romans 1:25). Those
words ratchets this to a different place for us, doesn’t it?
Think about this. In Genesis 1 when God had finished creating everything, do you
remember what God thought of His creation? “It was very good.” So the very “thing” that was
very good (God’s creation) became for people what they worshiped and served. The sun is a
good gift but is not god. Sex is a wonderful gift but is not god. Cattle are a wonderful gift but
they are not god.
Anything we elevate something to the place of our worship and service, that thing is a god
to us. When we make a thing (or a practice) equal to or greater than the Lord, it becomes our
god.
• Money – it is a good thing that allows us to do commerce. It is a useful tool for life and each
of us need some of it. Yet for many, money is a god.
• Sports – they are good things that can teach cooperation, skill, loyalty and provide
opportunities to make relationships. But sports can dominate a child, youth or adult’s life.
For many, sports are a god.
• Education – is so valuable to us in equipping us to live well. We need to be well-educated.
Yet we can view it as the cure all of every ill. We can kneel at its altar. It can become our
god.
• Our children and grandchildren – we are to love them and enjoy them. They are such a gift.
But when our whole world and all the decisions we make revolve around them - . . .
The things we obsess over, devote ourselves to serve, that have greatest sway over our
decisions and actions, these become our gods. Anything that routinely takes priority over the
Lord and devotion to Him, is a god for us.
“Monotheism is . . . (worship of One God). “Polytheism is . . . (worship of many gods). Do
you know what “henotheism” is? It is the worship of one god among many. The worshiper
views that god as superior. I am afraid that many within the Christian community are practicing
henotheists. We have many gods in our lives yet try to maintain that the Lord’s superiority. All
of these gods compete for the attention and devotion that belongs to the Lord alone. The
routine choices we make demonstrate our henotheism.
While Paul does not use the word, henotheism, he does speak to this matter. He warned of
those in the church who “served their own appetites instead of the Lord” thus making them
their god (Roman 16:18). Here the problem is not an appetite or desire but it is when it calls
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the shots for us. When we become devoted to a thing or practice and it is elevated and
competes with our heart, space, time and resources that are the Lords, it is acting as a god in
our lives. Interestingly, few if any of us ever intend for these things/practices to take god status
in our lives. But they do.
We can test the things in our lives with a few questions and honest evaluation. Does my
commitment to my grandchildren determine what give to the church, the time I spend in
connecting to the Lord through prayer, study and corporate worship? Do I think more about
them than I do about Christ?
The consequences of having these other gods in our lives are devastating. The very things
that we are worshiping will become our masters. They began to control and manipulate our
lives. They will rob us of our purpose. When good things become gods to us they are no longer
good to us.
I was speaking with father of some athletic teens recently and he made a profound
statement about what he had observed in youth athletics. He commented how kids and their
families get so engrossed in the activities and lose sight of having fun when they play. It is the
over-the-top competitive environment. He commented how there are no breaks built in. What
he had noticed that most by the time they are in the latter teens or even earlier they are
burned out.
Choosing the Lord as our Only God.
After thinking about the things that can and do become our gods, hearing Joshua’s call to
choose is more significant – Choose today who you will serve! Who will be the One or ones I
will have seated on the throne or the thrones of my life? This is more than a question about
salvation and accepting Jesus Christ as Savior of your life.
When we enthrone the Triune God as God in our lives and faithful serve him with integrity,
an interesting thing happens. God enables each of us to keep the things in our lives in the right
perspective. God assists us in keeping all the good things as good rather than making them a
god. Our Lord wants us to enjoy the wonderful and great gifts in His creation. He wants us to
appreciate those close to us. He wants to find pleasure in joys of interacting. He wants our
sources of enjoyment such as sports to have a healthy place for us. Only when God is God can
things have the right place for us.
I am an obsessive person, especially when it comes to my vocation and work. I often find
my work in ministry can control me and can crowd out time to spend with Jesus. It can take me
from Patty and family. When I talk with my children by phone, my mind is often on a ministry
task. It is only when I commit time and energy to my relationship with God and guard that time
do I understand all of this belongs to Jesus. OUMC is His Church. I belong to Jesus’, not the
church’s, servant. The Lord helps me to balance my time and passions helping me have a
healthier and more fulfilling life.
Choosing to serve the Lord as our only God is both a life-choice (one of the biggies) but also
a matter of on-going choices. It was part of your choice to be here and be engaged. It will be
before you tomorrow when it is time to pray and read your Bible. The big choices shape the
little choices but the smaller ones reinforce the larger.
This choice to serve the Lord alone is one we must often repeat. It is interesting that Joshua
was an old man when he made this statement regarding his choice. He had made it many
times. It is time to re-up the choice.
The table.
In many ways this table can be for us a time of re-thronging the Lord in our lives.
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